
by Stephen Lewis

We must understand that the primary
purpose of practicing forgiveness is not
for the well-being of those we’re forgiv-
ing. Of course, they may benefit, partic-
ularly if they’re still involved in your life.
I believe, even if they’re no
longer with you—even if
they’ve transitioned—be-
ing forgiven may provide
a degree of comfort to
their spirit. On the other
hand, maybe not. Never-
theless, one thing is cer-
tain: The most important beneficiary of
your forgiveness is you.

Every person you forgive empowers
you, and at the same time disempowers
the hold upon you of a past that’s be-
come irrelevant.

A friend of mine once said, “If you can-
not love your past, you cannot leave your
past. Most people are about three years
old,” (without, I might add, the accom-
panying innocence of childhood).

The Eagles sang: “Well I know it wasn’t
you who held me down. Heaven knows it
wasn’t you who set me free. So often
times it happens that we live our lives in
chains. And we never even know we have
the key.”

Well, just what is the key that unlocks
the door of our self-imposed prison? 

In one word: Recapitulate. 

This is what works for me, and I truly
believe it will work for you. 

Think back on every moment of your
life, when someone hurt you, injured
you. Can you still feel the pain, the anger?
If the answer is “yes,” then a part of you
still lives back there—then. If there are
enough of these people, enough of these
incidents and enough of these parts,
there may not be much of you remaining
to be here—NOW.

Here’s my suggestion. Make a list of
these people, and call it “My Forgiveness
List.” Consciously focus on forgiving
each new entry. It’s a win/win idea. Every
person you forgive empowers you. It
provides that much more of you to be
available to get on with your life, just as
it releases that much more of you to cre-
ate the only emotions that can heal you
and make you thrive—love and grati-
tude.

I’m certainly not recommending you
spend all of your time dredging up the
past just to add to your Forgiveness List.
It’s hardly a worthwhile vocation. Just be
aware. Catch yourself. When you find
yourself drifting back to a negative,
painful moment, BINGO! You’ve got an-
other name for your list, another person
with whom you can replace your anger
and your pain with forgiveness. As your
list increases, you, too, will grow. Re-
member, you’re doing it for you.

Neither am I suggesting you forget

about your past. That isn’t possible. You
would only make it unconscious, which
would condemn you to living in your
past. Not a pleasant prospect. Again, you
must learn to love everything that has
created you, so that you may continue
to become more. That can only be done
with forgiveness.

When you reach the point where there
are no new names to add to your list you
are—finally—free to live in the moment,
no longer compelled to filter the present
through the prism of past resentments.
At last you can trust and feel gratitude.
When you release the stuck, old, angry
energy, you create a vacuum into which
the positive aspects of life can flow. If
you’re like me, it’s remarkably difficult to
focus on the positive without first letting
go of the negative.

If you’re a curious person (as am I), just
a few more questions remain.

1. Don’t you wish everyone had a For-
giveness List? Wouldn’t it be better if we
could all deal with each other as we are,
rather than using the distant past as a bi-
ased, inaccurate and inappropriate in-
terpreter?

2. Just how many lists do you think
contain YOUR name? It’s inevitability
that there are people out there who re-
sent you for some minor, possibly inad-
vertent slight that you were not aware
of, and so, most likely don’t even re-
member. If you do remember, who does-

n’t have something he or she would do
differently, given the opportunity (See
#1 above). That’s what was so extraordi-
nary about the movie “Groundhog Day.”
Wouldn’t you just love to be able to go
back and redo everything you’ve ever
done until you finally get it right? But
then, maybe, that’s what reincarnation’s
all about.

3. Did you remember to put your own
name on your Forgiveness List? Each of
us has the definitive role in creating every
single moment of his or her life, so, let’s
acknowledge and accept that we have no
other effective, viable choice.

One final thought. We’re all in this to-
gether, so let’s act accordingly. We must
recognize that separation is our only pos-
sible adversary and our only potential
destruction. Let’s agree that we have only
one aim, one aspiration, both individu-
ally and collectively, and that is to
achieve a higher consciousness. 

Let’s act together and... get a life!
______

(Stephen Lewis is co-founder of EMC2

and developer of The AIM Program of En-
ergetic Balancing, a spiritual technology
that has allowed nearly 50,000 people
worldwide to heal themselves. He has
earned degrees in homeopathy and
acupuncture, both forms of energetic
healing. To learn more visit stephen-
lewis.org or aimprogram.com.) ■
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 Why read articles titled "Our Dirty Little Secret" about not making long term

corrections, which is someone trying to sell you tractioning equipment?
    YOU CAN MAKE THE CHANGES WITHOUT TRACTION AND WITHOUT EXERCISE!

I Promise you can!      See the web site for guarantee details.

Just to let you know you will accomplish long term correction I put in a
picture of the worst starting structure later on in treatment. She is
relaxed and letting her body go in ALL the pictures on the far right.

Consistently Make the Changes Everyone Else Has Been Talking
       About — But Not Delivering WITHOUT TRACTION AND WITHOUT EXERCISE!

.These patients are before and after their first
Advanced BioStructural Correction™

treatment. They are RELAXED in all pictures.
Chiropractic can CONSISTENTLY work the
way it is supposed to work if it is done as the

body needs.

 I am Dr. Jesse Jutkowitz, I personally
promise you will get these results

using ABC™

See the web site for guarantee details.

FREE Learn the First Rib Maneuver™.

   Immediately YOUR SHOULDERS WILL NOT SLUMP FORWARD.
You will know Advanced BioStructural Correction™ is for real and that
you can get these results on your patients consistently. The patients notice, refer their
friends and relatives and you actually earn the money they pay with ethical treatment
that really does get the results you promise in the long term as well as the short term.

It’sFREE CALL TODAY
Call (203) 366-2746

WARNING: learning the FRM™ is free, your shoulders will not slump forward and
you will be able to do it with your patients but then you will know that you can truly
get these results and finally deliver on the promise of Chiropractic and need to buy
the ABC™ Home Seminar or come to a live one. . Sincerely, Dr. Jesse Jutkowitz

Institute for Advanced BioStructural Correction™

Live Seminars and Home Seminar Packages available. Visit
AdvBioStructuralCorr.Com and ABCMiracles.Com TODAY!

. FREE DVD Call Today (203) 366-2746
I must warn you that learning the FRM™ is free, your shoulders will immediately not

slump forward and you will be able to do it with your patients but then you will know
that you can truly get these results and finally deliver on the promise of Chiropractic and
need to buy the ABC™ Home Seminar or come to a live one.

Sincerely, Dr. Jesse Jutkowitz

 The challenges
     STOPPED!

 I have been claiming and teaching consistent correction of structure for over 19
years. There is a reason the challenges about me or any other ABC™
practitioner making these claims stopped. The other technique and school docs
have stopped because they can no longer deny we do it,

YOU CAN DO IT TOO and it is about time you found out about it.

Forgiveness... a.k.a., “get a life”

Lewis




